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always alive to the need for scrupulous care and may not |lavc
the capital to install expensive plant for example, X-ray ap-
paratus to detect foreign bodies in iinished products—which a
large undertaking will have as a matter of routine. A specimen
of the goods is helpful and it may be necessary to consult an
independent expert, such as a chemist or engineer, in order to
assess the risk.
A retailer is in a different position from a manufacturer or
an intermediary, and there may be special agreements in force,
including disclaimers of liability, which must be investigated,
Some of the main features arc studied below,
The general conditions of sale or supply are relevant to the
extent of the liability which the underwriter is asked to assume,
It must be ascertained whether there is a guarantee given or,
on the other hand, whether a disclaimer accompanies the goods,
Some goods arc sold with printed instructions as to their use
or storage, and it is necessary to be satisfied that the instructions
are drawn to the purchaser's attention in clear terms. With
some goods the instructions should be on the outside container
as well as on the bottle or other receptacle placed in the con-
tainer. The si/e of the print may even be relevant, more par-
ticularly where a warning has to be given to the user. The
suitability of the receptacle and the method of opening that is
recommended must also be taken into account.
The class of person who will use the goods may need to be
known, and if the goods are such that a person may be allergic
thereto, a special test may have to be made. Reference has
already been made to cases where tests were necessary before
hair dyes were used because some people's skin is more sensitive
than that of others.
It is unsatisfactory to provide an indemnity in respect of cer-
tain specified products only; all the goods with which the insured
deals should be within the scope of the indemnity arranged,
indeed, in such circumstances the insured might lind that he
was not fully covered, where, for instance, a wrong product was
supplied as distinct from a defective one,
Goods Marketed Overseas
If goods are marketed overseas and the indemnity is to be
extended accordingly, the insurers wish to know the extent of
this activity—the amount of the gross turnover helps to indicate
this—and also in what countries trade is carried on. The under-
writer is influenced in his decision according to the type of goods

